Union Puts Our Questions to Management Amid Photo-Op

JUNE 11 — Members appreciated the “NY Tough” t-shirts distributed by management at Hudson Yards, but Sarah Feinberg, who is now the President of New York City Transit (photo at right) was not familiar with the fact that Station supervision has been slow to complete paperwork, resulting in missing paychecks for many members.

In response to my question about hazard pay, Ms. Feinberg said she looks to the federal government for aid, rather than committing to finding the money here and now. Asked about a contract for our Brother and Sisters at the other MTA unions, she also pleaded poverty on behalf of the MTA.

She is new on the job but she knows how to pull the levers of power. Bringing the system back means supporting the workers on these issues.

— Lynwood Whichard
VP, Stations Dept